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Polymeric thermoresponsive nanogels (NGs) have shown their potential in the field of nanomedicine. Providing
their structure with additional smart modalities to broaden their application scope remains challenging. We
hereby describe a novel and convenient strategy for NGs’ construction with anisotropic gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) incorporated. AuNPs act as both, crosslinking points, and light to heat transducers. In our strategy, we
incorporate small plasmonic AuNPs that are further anisotropically grown conferring the nanogel with NIR
responsive capabilities.

1. Introduction
Nanogels (NGs) are relatively young materials with high application
potential. NGs are considered among other nanomaterials for the
transport and controlled release of therapeutic and diagnostic cargos
and therefore, for the treatment of diseases like cancer [1,2]. NGs
combine chemical stability, high biocompatibility, water solubility, and
high swelling and loading capacity for encapsulation of molecules [3].
Swelling behaviour of NGs depends on their building blocks chemical
composition and the density of the polymeric network [4].
NGs can selectively release their cargo upon changes in the envi
ronment [5]. The use of polymeric materials with lower critical solution
temperatures (LCST) emerged in the last years [6,7]. Especially LCSTpolymers based on glycidyl ether monomers show high biocompati
bility and sharp phase transitions tuneable in physiological relevant
temperature ranges by simply controlling the polymer length and
monomer ratio [8].
On the other hand, the incorporation of suitable phototransducers
into NGs can trigger the phase transition upon mild non-invasive irra
diation without applying external heat [9]. In particular, near infra-red
(NIR) light is suitable for most targeted biological applications since it is

able to penetrate deeply into any tissue [10]. Thus, phototransducers
that can convert NIR light into heat represent a perfect synergy with the
thermoresponsive NGs for the abovementioned applications. Inorganic
materials are frequently used as phototransducers in theranostic appli
cations as they do not suffer from drawbacks like low absorption co
efficients or photo-bleaching [11,12]. Particularly, gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) show superior photothermal conversion efficiencies due to
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) and have been widely
considered for imaging [13], drug delivery [14], and photothermal
therapy [15]. However, to tune the absorbance of the AuNPs to the NIR
region it is required to use anisotropic gold shapes, that have a big di
mensions and need to be previously synthesized with relative complex
methodologies. The particle dimensions complicate their inclusion in
porous materials like nanogels and present insufficient excretion and
long-term accumulation in organs after application [16].
Herein, we report the synthesis of thermoresponsive gold nanogels
(AuNGs) based on poly(glycidyl ether) and cross-linked by small alkynefunctionalized AuNPs via click chemistry and thermo-nanoprecipitation
(TNP) and their further anisotropic growth of the spherical AuNPs inside
the nanogels. The resulting NIR-absorbing thermoresponsive gold
nanogels (NIRAuNGs) show high NIR light to heat conversion efficiency.
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2. Results and discussion

cycloaddition (CuAAC) and then precipitated in water above the tran
sition temperature of the thermoresponsive polymer (45 ◦ C). Pre-mixing
of the components for at least 6 h was necessary to assure sufficient
coupling for a good nucleation. We assume that the copper ions not only
interact with the alkyne units, but also with the carboxylic acids which
would explain the slow reaction rate [22]. We applied a rational
screening of the reactant and solvent/non-solvent ratios to yield parti
cles with optimal sizes and monodispersity. K2CO3 was added to in
crease the solubility and prevent aggregation of AuNP@MUPA/MUA by
deprotonation of the carboxylic acid groups. Unreacted building blocks
and copper salts were removed by dialysis and centrifugation (See ESI
for details).
To achieve control over the AuNG size for targeting biological ap
plications, the ratio of building blocks in the TNP was screened
(Table S1). The amount of AuNP@MUPA/MUA was varied with respect
to tPG and sizes were evaluated by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and
nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA). The resulting mean diameters
showed a significant tendency when varying the amount of AuNP crosslinkers. Narrow size distributions were reached for AuNGs synthesized
with 80 wt% AuNPs (ratio azide/alkyne: 1:0.8). The mean hydrody
namic diameter (d) measured by DLS was 87.5 nm (PDI = 0.16),
whereas NTA showed a similar mean size of 94.9 nm (SD 58.5 nm)
(Fig. 2B). Increasing the cross-linking points with a higher AuNPs ratio
to polymer (160 to 320 wt% AuNPs) resulted in AuNGs with increased
d between 133 and 187 nm. More significantly, the PDI increased
drastically up to more than 0.4 for AuNGs synthesized under certain
conditions which is illustrated by polydisperse size distributions
(Figure S9). Still, TNP shows high reproducibility under the given
optimal conditions and the resulting AuNGs were stable in aqueous so
lution at 4 ◦ C for at least twelve months which is favourable compared to
systems based on other more rapidly oxidizing metal particles [23].
Further characterization was achieved by absorption and trans
mittance UV–Vis spectroscopy for AuNGs synthesized with 80 wt%
AuNPs, as these nanogels showed optimal results in terms of their size
and PDI for biological applications. The absorption profile of the AuNGs
shifted slightly to higher wavelengths (570 nm) in contrast to AuNP@
MUPA/MUA (520 nm), assumingly because of plasmon coupling be
tween adjacent AuNPs (Figure S10) [24]. Temperature-sensitivity of
AuNGs was validated by transmittance of light against temperature
(Fig. 1C). Tcp values were measured for all synthesized NGs. Sharp
transitions of AuNGs were detected between 34.5 and 36.6 ◦ C with a
minor tendency for higher temperatures when increasing the amount of
cross-linkers during synthesis (Table S1). AuNGs with 80 wt% crosslinker amount exhibit Tcp at 35.3 ◦ C for 1 mg/mL and 45.2 ◦ C for
0.1 mg/mL aqueous solutions. Lower concentrations are a good

AuNGs were synthesized by cross-linking of thermoresponsive poly
(glycidyl methyl ether-co-ethyl glycidyl ether) (tPG) with alkynefunctionalized AuNPs. tPG was synthesized by anionic ring opening
polymerization of the monomers glycidyl methyl ether (GME) and ethyl
glycidyl ether (EGE) in 1:1 feed ratio according to literature (Fig. 1A,
Left, Figure S1) [17]. Co-polymers with this ratio and a molecular
weight of 5 kDa develop phase transition in physiological relevant
temperature ranges [18]. The resulting polymer was further converted
into bi-azide-functionalized N3-tPG-N3 by mesylation of the terminal
alkoxy group and subsequent azidation of both functional end groups.
The cloud point temperature (Tcp) was determined to be of 33.5 ◦ C for
1 wt% solutions [19].
As second building block, small spherical AuNPs with diameters
ranging from 2 to 5 nm are most suitable for the internalization in NGs as
they show comparable sizes to other polymeric macromolecular crosslinkers already used for the synthesis of NGs [20]. Thus, 11-mercaptoun
decanoic propargylamide (MUPA), synthesized by amide coupling of
11–mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA) and propargyl amine, was used as
alkyne functionalized ligand in the AuNPs. The functionalization of
alkyne decorated AuNPs was performed in a two-phase liquid–liquid
approach accordingly to established procedures (Fig. 1A, Right,
Figure S1) [21]. To acquire control over the functionalization and the
number of cross-linking points, a combination of MUPA and MUA was
used. The carboxylic acid units introduced by MUA also increase hy
drophilicity of the AuNPs which is favourable for targeted in vivo ap
plications and additionally prevents the particles from aggregation in
aqueous solution. Elemental analysis of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and
sulphur gave organic/inorganic weight ratio from which the composi
tion of AuNP@MUPA/MUA can be deduced. The particles consist of
70% inorganic and 30% organic material which is in good agreement
with reports of AuNPs with comparable size and ligands [21]. The
alkyne functionalization degree (35%) was determined by 1H NMR and
used together with elemental analysis to calculate the molar amount of
alkyne units per weight (Figure S2–7). Statistical analysis of the size
distribution shows a mean diameter of 2.6 ± 1.6 nm analysed by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure S8).
For the synthesis of the thermoresponsive AuNGs, we applied a novel
TNP protocol for the formation of poly(glycidyl ether) based NGs
(Fig. 1A, Center) [19]. This method is suitable for the formation of
nanometer-sized polymeric particles with narrow size distributions and
precise control over their thermoresponsive properties. AuNP@MUPA/
MUA and tPG-N3 were solubilized and mixed in dimethylformamide
(DMF) to induce cross-coupling by copper-promoted azide alkyne

Fig. 1. (A) Left: Synthesis of tPG by anionic ring opening polymerization and conversion of both functional end groups to azide moieties. Middle: Synthesis of AuNGs
by CuAAC and TNP. Right: Synthesis of AuNP@MUPA/MUA. (B) Size distributions by intensity (DLS) and particle count (NTA) of AuNGs in neutral aqueous solution.
(C) Phase transition of tPG and AuNGs measured by transmittance of light at 700 nm against the temperature. (D-E) TEM images of AuNGs with 80 wt% AuNPs feed.
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Fig. 2. (A) Anisotropic growth of the AuNPs inside the polymeric NG(NaAsc, sodium ascorbate; THPTA, tris(3-hydroxypropyltriazolyl-methyl)amine). (B) Au3+ and
(C) Ag+ ions concentration effect on the anisotropic growth of the AuNGs. For screening gold, the silver concentration was kept constant at 30 µM, for screening
silver, the gold concentration was kept constant at 180 µM. (D) TEM (E) SEM images of NIRAuNGs. (F) Size distribution by particle count (NTA) of NIRAuNGs
compared to AuNGs in neutral aqueous solution. (G) Phase transition of NIRAuNGs and AuNGs measured by transmittance of light at 700 nm against the temperature
for 0.25 wt% aqueous solution. (H) Photothermal conversion curves of NIRAuNGs at different concentrations irradiated with a 785 nm laser. Data shown mean and
SD of three measurements. Ungrown AuNGs were measured at 0.5 mg/mL (blue line), water serves as negative control (black line). Irradiation was always started at
room temperature (25 ◦ C). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

reference for the in vivo scenario in which the transition temperature of
the system is above the nanogel Tcp. Such range and appearance of the
phase transition is in good agreement to other reported tPG based NGs
[19,25]. The phase transition curve shows minor broadening at 0.1 mg/
mL due to less NG-NG interactions at lower concentrations. For all
AuNGs, the diameter by DLS reached values between 242 and 291 nm
when measured at 45 ◦ C indicating aggregation of the nanogels above
the volume-phase transition temperature (VPTT). Determining the VPTT
itself by temperature-dependant DLS measurement shows identical
temperature ranges for the transition as for the Tcp at 1 mg/mL
(Figure S11). Deduced from both techniques, incorporated AuNPs show
a neglectable influence on the hydrophilicity and the phase transition
behaviour of the polymeric material and the NGs.
TEM and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained
to additionally visualize the arrangement of highly cross-linked AuNGs.
Images show compact and dense NGs particles with diameters between
40 and 60 nm (Fig. 1D-E). AuNGs are reduced approximately half in
diameter compared to DLS measurements since the particles shrink
when dried for TEM preparation under high vacuum. TEM was addi
tionally used to investigate the effect that the cross-linker amount has on
the general appearance of the NGs. Images of AuNGs prepared with
higher amounts of cross-linking AuNPs present larger and denser
nanogels with diameters up to 100–200 nm. Assumingly, increasing the
amount of cross-linkers leads to an increased size of NGs due to lower
number of polymer chains per gold particle whereas fewer cross-linkers
induce the formation of less compact and more chain-like structures
with high polydispersity (Figure S12).
Anisotropic growth of AuNPs bathochomically shifts the plasmon
absorbance to the NIR region [26]. However, the controlled and selec
tive growth of AuNPs inside polymeric material is still underrepresented
due to the inherent complexity of the process. Conveniently, NGs can
easily swell and incorporate in their interior the salts and reductants
necessary for the anisotropic growth [27]. We took advantage of this fact
to grow anisotropic structures from AuNPs embedded inside polymeric
nanogels and thus red-shift the absorption profile to the NIR region. For
the synthesis of NIRAuNGs, we employed surfactant-free growing con
ditions with tetrachloroauric acid and silver nitrate as shape deter
mining agent, and ascorbic acid as reductant.

For a uniform growth, first the AuNGs were incubated with HAuCl4,
followed by simultaneous addition of AgNO3 and ascorbic acid (Fig. 2A).
Ultrasonication was necessary to guarantee homogenous distribution of
the growing components inside the nanogel volume and showed optimal
results for the growing. According to the rapid colour change, the initial
growth of AuNPs inside the nanogels proceeded within seconds. The
growth process was monitored by UV–Vis spectroscopy and halted after
approximately 15 min, as no further significant alteration of the ab
sorption profile was observed. The process was stopped by centrifuga
tion and redispersion in water.
As expected, the change in absorption profiles is highly sensitive to
the reaction conditions and depends on the amount and ratio of gold and
silver ions used as well as temperature and pH (Table S2). Small amounts
of HCl are crucial for the growth of anisotropic structures. Without HCl
in the growing solution, the maximum absorption remained below
600 nm. Under low concentrations of H+ ions, the dissociation of
ascorbic acid proceeds fast resulting in immediate reduction of a high
amount of gold ions. This leads to an instant formation of a high number
of nuclei and spherical growth of the particles [28]. Slower dissociation
of ascorbic acid at acidic pH results in an anisotropic growth directed by
the additional silver ions. The same tendency occurred, when perform
ing the growth at 45 ◦ C (Figure S13) since the AuNGs are collapsed at
this temperature and not able to internalize the reactives. All growing
experiments were performed in an ultrasonic bath set to 25 ◦ C and the
amount of AuNGs as seed particles was fixed in all cases at 25 µg/mL.
Different ratios of the reactants were examined to tune the absor
bance to the NIR region. Screening of the silver amount led to a strong
red-shift of absorbance when increasing concentration (Fig. 2B). The
local λmax shifted to 750 nm for 15 mM silver and further to 970 nm for
60 mM silver but remained around 960 nm under even higher silver
concentrations. A similar behaviour can be observed for the growth of
gold nanostars, where higher amounts of silver lead to an increased
number of spikes and plasmon band red-shifting [27]. For other AuNPs
like rods and prisms, the silver concentration determines the aspect ratio
having as well a strong effect on the plasmon resonance band [29].
When altering the gold salt concentration, signal broadening occurred
without λmax shifting above 600 nm for low amounts of gold (Fig. 2C).
Gold concentration has not a pronounced influence on the shape. Low
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amounts lead to an incomplete growth whereas high amounts can lead
to an overgrowth on all particle facets, giving larger spherical particles.
Ideal NIRAuNGs growth conditions were reached as followed: Optimal
concentrations in the reaction solution were adjusted as for 30 µM for
AgNO3 and 170 µM for HAuCl4. NIRAuNGs grown under these condi
tions exhibit a λmax at 870 nm and did not exhibit fast aggregation as
observed for NIRAuNGs grown with higher amounts of silver.
Under these specific conditions, optimal results concerning size,
absorption profile, and appearance were achieved. AuNPs exhibit
structural growing at the outer and inner parts of the nanogels, as evi
denced with SEM (Fig. 2E). NIRAuNGs nevertheless retained their
spherical shape and compact structure exhibiting sizes from 150 to
180 nm in TEM/SEM. The spiky nature of the newly grown gold nano
structures inside the gels explains both broadening and plasmon redshifting.
NIRAuNGs grown under other conditions experienced non-uniform
growth. TEM/SEM images reveal the formation of large prismatic
nanoparticles in the nanogels when using high amounts of silver. Similar
observations in TEM/SEM were made when changing the amount of
gold salt in the growing solution. Here, the AuNPs inside the NGs itself
exhibit bigger sizes, less anisotropic growth, and higher polydispersity
as the absorption did not significantly red-shifted when altering the gold
concentrations (Figure S14). We conclude that the ratio between gold
and silver ions (optimal conditions, Au:Ag 5.7:1) as well as the total
amount of metal ions in the growing solution (Au 0.17 mM, Ag 30 µM) is
crucial for a uniform structural growth of the AuNPs inside the NGs and
for the exhibition red-shift in absorbance. The high sensitivity of the

anisotropic growth to the slightest changes in ratio of reactants is re
ported for a whole variety of different shapes and is reflected here as
well [30].
NIRAuNGs grown under optimal conditions developed best charac
teristics concerning absorption profile and uniform growth of incorpo
rated AuNPs. Mean size of 152.2 nm (SD 78.7 nm) was measured by NTA
(Fig. 3A). NIRAuNGs still showed a sharp reversible phase transition at
39.4 ◦ C measured at 0.25 mg/mL (Fig. 3B). Potentially, the increased
amount of gold inside the NGs slightly shifts the Tcp towards lower
values compared to the ungrown AuNGs as the additional gold surface
increases the hydrophobicity of the system. Consideration for using the
system as drug delivery agents is supported by detecting the Tcp above
body temperature at this concentration. Applied in vivo, the NGs would
still remain in soluble state if not heated above the transition tempera
ture which could be achieved by irradiation of the NIRAuNGs with NIR
light.
To validate sufficient NIR light-to-heat conversion, samples with
different concentrations in aqueous solution were irradiated continu
ously with a 785 nm laser at a power density of 0.59 W/cm2 for 5 min
and the temperature was monitored by a thermal camera. NIRAuNGs
showed a concentration dependent increment in temperature (ΔT) as
screened in concentrations from 0.25 to 1 mg/mL (Fig. 3C). The tem
perature curves reached a stable plateau after approximately 90 s and
show preservation of the maximum temperature for another three and a
half minutes. At the highest measured concentration of 1 mg/mL, tem
peratures of 69 ◦ C (ΔT = 44 ◦ C) were reached. Lowering the concen
tration to 0.5 and 0.25 mg/mL showed maximum temperatures at 55 ◦ C
Fig. 3. (A) Size distribution by particle count (NTA)
of NIRAuNGs compared to AuNGs in neutral
aqueous solution. (B) Phase transition of NIRAuNGs
and AuNGs measured by transmittance of light at
700 nm against the temperature for 0.25 wt%
aqueous solution. (C) Photothermal conversion
curves of NIRAuNGs at different concentrations
irradiated with a 785 nm laser. Data shown mean
and SD of three measurements. Ungrown AuNGs
were measured at 0.5 mg/mL (blue line), water
serves as negative control (black line). Irradiation
was always started at room temperature (25 ◦ C).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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(ΔT = 30 ◦ C) and 44 ◦ C (ΔT = 19 ◦ C) respectively. Under all three tested
concentrations, temperatures above the Tcp of the nanogels were
reached. In contrast to that, not grown AuNGs only exhibit an increment
of 6 ◦ C measured at 0.5 mg/mL, whereas water as a negative control
showed no significant rise in temperature under NIR irradiation. The
photothermal conversion efficiency of AuNGs was calculated to 34%
with a concentration of 0.25 mg/mL [31]. This value is comparable with
other reported anisotropic plasmonic systems designed for photo
thermal therapies [32,33]. The photothermal conversion properties of
NIRAuNGs are therefore sufficient in terms of rising the temperature
above the transition temperature of the NGs.
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3. Conclusion
We presented the synthesis and characterization of tPG-based
AuNGs, where AuNPs were introduced as cross-linkers for the poly
meric chains. The nanogel particles showed convenient sizes below
100 nm with narrow size distributions, high stability in water, and
reversible temperature-dependant phase transition in the range of 34 to
37 ◦ C. Incorporated AuNPs were anisotropically reshaped inside the
nanogel by precisely tuning the growing parameters. Hence, the absor
bance maximum was shifted successfully to the NIR region. Proven by
NTA and TEM, original size, and spherical shape of the nanogels were
retained. With this change in plasmon absorbance, NIRAuNGs are able
to convert NIR light into heat which we showed by short-time irradia
tion with a 785 nm laser. The temperature of the surrounding medium
was raised above the VPTT of the nanogels even at low concentrations
such as 0.25 mg/mL. NIRAuNGs will be utilized for future in vivo and in
vitro photothermal therapy studies.
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